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Abstract
A new systolic algorithm which computes image differences in run-length encoded (RLE) format is described.
The binary image difference operation is commonly used in
many image processing applications including automated
inspection systems, character recognition, fingerprint analysis, and motion detection. The efficiency of these operations can be improved significantly with the availability of
a fast systolic system that computes the image difference as
described in this paper. It is shown that for images with a
high similarity measure, the time complexity of the systolic
algorithm is small and in some cases constant with respect
to the image size. The time for the systolic algorithm is proportional to the difference between the number of runs in
the two images, while the time for the sequential algorithm
is proportional to the total number of runs in the two images
together. A formal proof of correctness for the algorithm is
also given.

1. Introduction
Binary image processing is used in many areas including robot vision and industrial inspection [1, 2], character recognition, fingerprint analysis, motion detection for
safety and security [3, 4], feature extraction [5], map analysis [6], etc. It is a common practice to build special purpose hardware to process binary images in real-time. There
are numerous proposals and implementations of such operations in hardware including convolution [7], template
matching, component labeling [8], morphological operations, min/max filtering [9], thinning [10], etc. To speedup
the process, most hardware approaches utilize pipelining
[1], array processors, or systolic architectures [7, 8, 9, 10].
While there are software approaches to processing binary images in compressed form (e.g. run-length encoding
(RLE)) to save time and space, hardware approaches rarely
operate in compressed mode. To the best of our knowledge,

there are no hardware implementations of fundamental image operations which process images in compressed mode
without decompressing them. Combined with the power of
the hardware, this approach is expected to result in significant performance increases. In this study we describe a systolic architecture to process binary images in compressed
form.
One of the areas such a system would have significant
impact is the inspection of printed circuit boards (PCBs).
This work is mainly motivated by the need to speed up the
PCB inspection process [2]. On-line automatic inspection
of PCBs requires acquisition and processing of gigabytes
of binary image data in a matter of seconds. Most PCB
inspection systems use a reference based approach which
requires comparison of the board image against the original
CAD design. Therefore the binary image difference operation is a fundamental step in the inspection process and the
system performance critically depends on the speed of this
operation. To increase the performance further, run-length
encoding (RLE) is used for storage and operations.
Systolic systems use cellular iterative computations and
perform global tasks through exchange of local data in a
pipelined fashion [11]. Since most of the image processing operations exhibit high local dependencies among data
elements, systolic machines are widely used in image processing applications such as morphological operations, binary template matching [9], thinning [10], convolution [7],
etc. The straightforward parallel method for computing
these iterative-convergent operators is through a globally
synchronous updating mode: all variables are updated at
once, based on the values calculated during the previous
step, before another iteration step is initiated. Since systolic machines are designed to exploit spatial information
and most of the spatial locality information is lost in compressed domain, most systolic image processing algorithms
proposed so far are based on operations on pixel data. It
is extremely difficult to design systolic algorithms which
operate on compressed image data. Fortunately, some compression techniques such as RLE preserve part of the infor-
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mation pertaining to spatial locality allowing us to design a
systolic system that finds the difference between two binary
images represented in RLE.
In the next section, we elaborate on the RLE-based image difference algorithm. The following sections describe
the parallel systolic system which computes the difference
between the corresponding rows of two images represented
in compressed form, i.e. RLE. (see Figure 1). In section 4,
a formal proof of correctness for the systolic algorithm is
provided. The last section gives simulation results for the
systolic system which demonstrate that, for images with a
high similarity measure, time complexity of the systolic algorithm is small and in some cases constant with respect
to the image size. More specifically, for similar images the
time for the systolic algorithm is proportional to the difference between the number of runs in the two images, while
the time for the sequential algorithm is proportional to the
total number of runs in the two images together.

it is possible for this to occur as well, however an additional
pass can be made at the end to ensure the encoding is completely compressed. Note that only the foreground pixels
are represented in the encoding.
The sequential algorithm for finding the image difference of two RLE encoded bitstrings is a single pass through
the two arrays simultaneously which merges them together
into a single RLE encoded bitstring. We start at the beginning of the two arrays, and for each iteration we determine
the XOR of the top run of both bitstrings, take the smaller
of the resulting runs, and leave the remainder in the array it
came from. This algorithm clearly has a time complexity of
O(k ) where k is the number of runs in the two images. Also
it should be noted that this time complexity is the same for
the best, worst, and average case.

2. Image difference

If we let k be an upper bound on the number of runs in a
single input bitstring then the XOR operation can clearly not
produce more than 2  k runs, thus our systolic architecture
will use 2  k cells. Each cell will have two registers each
capable of storing two integers to represent a run, as shown
in figure 2. Initially the first register of each cell will be used
to store the array of runs representing the first image, and
the second register of each cell will store the array of runs
for the second image. After the algorithm has terminated,
the first register of the cells will represent the result of the
XOR operation and the second register of all cells will be
empty.
For notation we will call the first register RegSmall and
the second register RegBig. Also we will refer to runs
by their starting and ending points rather than the starting
points and lengths which are actually stored. Thus if cell
i contains two runs where the first one starts at location 10
and has length 5 and the second one starts at location 12 and
has length 8, our notation will indicate this as

In this section we provide a definition of the image difference problem and discuss a sequential algorithm to solve
the problem on run-length encoded bitstrings.
Regardless of what encoding method is used, the inputs
in the image difference problem both represent strings of
binary data of the same length b. Let img1 and img2 be
arrays representing these unencoded bitstrings of length b.
Thus for each location i in the range 1 to b, img1[i] has
a value of one or zero based on whether image one has a
foreground or background-colored pixel in the ith location
respectively, and img2 is equivalently defined.
The output of the operation also represents a string of binary data of length b. The encoding of the output will matter later, but not in the definition of the difference operation.
Let difference be an array representing the unencoded
output.
The desired output after an image difference operation is
defined as follows:
Definition of Image Difference: For each i in the range
1 to b, difference[i] = img1[i]  img2[i], where
 represents the exclusive-or operation.
An example image difference operation is shown in figure 1.
When using run-length encoding, the two inputs and the
output are represented as arrays of 2-tuples of integers. In
each tuple the first element is the start of the run and the
second element is the run’s length. Each array of tuples
must use a strictly increasing sequence of first elements of
the tuples. By definition none of the intervals represented
by the tuples for a single bitstring may overlap. In the input
it is permissible, in general, for two intervals in a single bitstring to be directly adjacent to each other, and in the output

3. RLE based systolic image difference algorithm

cell[i].RegBig.start = 10
cell[i].RegBig.end
= 14
cell[i].RegSmall.start = 12
cell[i].RegSmall.end
= 19

Now we will describe the main steps of the algorithm
which will be put into a loop to form the final algorithm.
These steps will be executed by each cell individually, and
are written below to be executed by an arbitrary cell i.
Steps used in main algorithm:
1.) The purpose of this step is to put the ”smaller” run into
RegSmall and the ”bigger” run into RegBig.
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Figure 1. Example of the image difference operation
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Figure 2. Architecture of a cell, and array of cells forming the systolic system
if (cell[i] has a run in both of its registers) then
if ((cell[i].RegSmall.start > cell[i].RegBig.start) or
((cell[i].RegSmall.start = cell[i].RegBig.start) and
(cell[i].RegSmall.end > cell[i].RegBig.end)))
then
swap the contents of RegSmall and RegBig
endif
else if (cell[i] has a run in only RegBig) then
move the contents of RegBig to RegSmall and set
RegBig to empty
endif
2.) Perform the XOR operation in cell i (independently
from all other cells containing other runs). And to avoid
any ambiguity as to where the resulting runs are stored
in the cell, we can describe the XOR more explicitly.
Each cell executes the following:
oldSmallend = RegSmall.end
RegSmall.end = min(RegSmall.end, RegBig.start,1)
RegBig.start = min(RegBig.end+1,
max(oldSmallend+1, RegBig.start))
RegBig.end = max(oldSmallend, RegBig.end)
3.) Shift the data in RegBig to the right, and receive data
from the left into RegBig.

Finally, we can put these three steps together into a loop
to form the complete algorithm which is executed by each
cell i.
Algorithm for cell i:

while (not receiving the termination signal along input F)
do step 1, step2, and step3
if (there is no data in RegBig) then
send the termination signal along output C
endif
endwhile
Externally when all cells are sending the termination signal along output C, then the termination signal is sent along
input F so that all the cells stop processing.
At this point the runs stored along RegSmall in the cells
form an array of runs which are ordered, do not overlap, and
correctly represent the XOR of the original two bitstrings.
A formal proof for this assertion is outlined in the next section. Note that it is possible for there to exist empty cells
between these runs, however. Figure 3 illustrates the steps
of a systolic run using the input from Figure 1.

4. Proof of correctness
There are three pieces to prove in this section. First we
must show that the algorithm does halt after a certain number of steps. Second we must show that the resulting array
of runs when the algorithm terminates is ordered and that
none of the resulting sequences overlap. And third we must
show that the resulting array of runs does indeed represent
the XOR of the original two bitstrings.
For brevity, all theorems and corollaries will be stated,
but the complete proofs will be omitted. They can be found
in the technical report [12].
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Figure 3. Execution of the systolic algorithm on the inputs from figure 1.

4.1. Proof for termination
The first part is quite trivial to show by induction. We
will use the following two corollaries which lead directly to
our first theorem.




Corollary 1.1: At the end of iteration i, the first i cells
do not have any runs stored in RegBig [12].
Corollary 1.2: At no point in the algorithm will there
exist a non-empty cell beyond location k 1 + k 2 where
k1 is the number of runs in the first image and k2 is
the number of runs in the second image [12].

Theorem 1 The systolic XOR algorithm terminates after at
most k 1 + k 2 steps.
Proof of termination: By corollary 1.1, after iteration k 1+
k2, the first k1 + k2 cells have no runs stored in RegBig. By
corollary 1.2 there are no non-empty cells beyond location
k1 + k2. Thus by iteration k1 + k2 the only non-empty
cells are ones which have no runs stored in RegBig, which
means that the termination condition is satisfied by iteration
k1 + k2. 2

4.2. Proof for proper ordering
In this section we prove that the resulting array of runs
when the algorithm terminates is ordered and that none of
the resulting sequences overlap. This part takes somewhat
longer to prove than the termination, however the basic idea
is only a slight refinement over brute force. First we will

introduce some more notation to more easily refer qualitatively to all the various possible states a cell can be in. These
states are shown in figure 4.
The first two columns of figure 4 show all the possible
cell states, and the third column shows the result of performing steps 1 and 2 on each of these cells. The reason for
the pairings between columns 1 and 2 is that the “a” states
and the “b” states are related in the sense that any “b” state
will turn into the corresponding “a” state after step 1 is performed, and any “a” state will be unchanged by a step 1.
We wish to prove that the runs stored along RegSmall
and RegBig of the cells are always ordered. More specifically, we show the following.
Theorem 2 At the end of every iteration, for every cell i,
and every j to its right (j > i),
1. if both cells i and j contain runs in RegSmall, then
cell[i].RegSmall.end < cell[j ].RegSmall.start, and
2. if both cells i and j contain runs in RegBig, then
cell[i].RegBig.end < cell[j ].RegBig.start.

We can write the theorem in a format more conducive
to proof as follows. Since each iteration of the algorithm
consists of three steps and the third is so simple, we focus the corollary below on the first two steps. For notation we refer to the state of cell i before an iteration begins as cell[i].before, and the state of the cell after the first,
second, and third steps as cell[i].after1, cell[i].after2, and
cell[i].after3 respectively. Note that the current iteration
is not included because it would unduly clutter the notation. Thus the iteration being considered must be made
clear from context.
Corollary 2.1: At any iteration, for every cell i, and for
every cell j to its right (j > i),
1. if both cells i and j contain runs in RegSmall after
step 2, then cell[i].after2.RegSmall.end is less than
cell[j ].after2.RegSmall.start,
2. if both cells i and j contain runs in RegBig after step 2, then cell[i].after2.RegBig.end is less than
cell[j ].after2.RegBig.start,

3. if cell i has a run in RegSmall and in RegBig after step 2, then cell[i].after2.RegSmall.end is less than
cell[i].after2.RegBig.start,

4. if cell i has a run in RegSmall and cell j has one in
RegBig after step 2, then cell[i].after2.RegSmall.end
is less than cell[j ].after2.RegBig.start, and

5. If after step 3 some cell k between cells i and j
(including i itself) has no run in RegSmall, and if
cell i has a run in RegBig and cell j has a run in
RegSmall, then cell[i].after3.RegBig.end is less than
cell[j ].after3.RegSmall.start.
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Figure 4. List of qualitatively different cell states.
Note that parts three, four and five of the above corollary are included only because they are useful in proving
the induction step. The proof of corollary 2.1 is by induction on the number of iterations and can be found in our
technical report [12]. The first four parts are reasonably intuitive, however the fifth part may not be. In the proof given
in the technical report, the first four parts follow rather directly from some simple inequalities which involve breaking a brute force approach into several cases in which all the
possibilities fall, while the fifth part requires more reasoning.
Once corollary 2.1 is proven, it is fairly easy to show
theorem 2:
Proof of theorem 2: Execution of step 3 of the algorithm does not have any effect on the truth of the first part of
corollary 2.1. Thus if the first inequality from corollary 2.1
is shown to be true between cells i and j after steps 1 and 2
are performed, then the first part of theorem 2 is true too. If
part two of the corollary is shown to be true between cells i
and j after steps 1 and 2, then part one of the theorem is true
for all cells i + 1 and j + 1, which covers all pairings which
do not use the first cell. And since RegBig of this first cell
is empty, the pairings involving it are vacuously true. 2

4.3. Correctness proof for the resulting RLE string
To conclude the formal proof of correctness for our systolic algorithm, we need to show that the resulting array of

runs does indeed represent the XOR of the original two bitstrings. This part is rather easy compared to the previous
section. The idea is to view the runs of the two bitstrings as
a set of many distinct smaller bitstrings and observe that the
only changes made to this set involve XORs among these
bitstrings. This combined with the fact that XOR is associative imply that the final state is the correct XOR of the
original two bitstrings.
In more detail, the definition of the image difference
problem was given as difference[i] = img1[i]  img2[i], for
each i in the range 1 to b, where  represents the exclusiveor operation, and where b is the number of pixels in the
image.
We can easily extend this to apply to a set of bitstrings
instead of merely two bitstrings. We could write this as

8> 0
><
difference[i] = >
>: 1

if an even number of
bitstrings from the set have a
one in bit i; or
if an odd number of bitstrings
from the set have a one in bit i:

For two bitstrings these are clearly equivalent definitions
of the difference. For any set of bitstrings, we will view the
difference of the entire set according to the definition above.
To make this definition useful we must make the observations that
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Corollary 3.1: if the runs of a bitstring are viewed as
a set of smaller bitstrings, then the XOR of this set is
the original bitstring [12], and
Corollary 3.2: letting xor(A) represent the result of
XORing the bitstrings contained in the set A, we have
for arbitrary sets of bitstrings A and B that xor(A [ B)
= xor(fxor(A), xor(B)g) [12].

Now we wish to use these corollaries to prove that the
image difference produced by the algorithm is correct.
Theorem 3 The image difference produced by the systolic
algorithm is the same as the correct XOR defined in section
2.
Proof of correctness: We can let A be the set of runs
contained in the first image, and let B be the set of runs
in the second image. Thus based on our first observation,
xor(A) is the first image and xor(B) is the second image,
so the final result we seek is xor(xor(A), xor(B)), which according to our second observation is equal to xor(A [ B).
Now that we have expressed the desired result as an XOR
over the set of all runs contained in the two images, we must
show that although the set of runs being considered changes
at each step of the algorithm, the resulting XOR is still the
same after each iteration.
Clearly steps 1 and 3 of a given iteration do not change
the set of runs under consideration. Only the second step
causes any changes. And since XOR is an associative operation, we can say that xor(A [ B) is xor(A [ xor(B)) by an
argument very similar to the one used in our second observation above. Letting B be a pair of runs XORed in a cell
during step 2, we see that the XOR of the set of runs before
step 2 is the same as the XOR of the new set of runs after
step 2. Thus we have now shown that at any point in the
algorithm, if C is the set of runs contained in the systolic
system, then xor(C) is the correct XOR (i.e. xor(xor(A),
xor(B))). And due to theorems 1 & 2, when the iterations are
over, the final result will be stored in RegSmall in a sorted
and non-overlapping manner, thus making xor(C) equal to
the bitstring represented directly by the runs of C. That is,
the bitstring stored in the end is indeed the correct XOR.

5. Algorithm performance
In this section we present experimental results to show
that the systolic algorithm obtains the final result very
quickly when the bitstrings being XORed are highly similar. More specifically, the time for the systolic algorithm is
proportional to the difference between the number of runs in
the two images for similar images. In contrast the time for
the sequential algorithm is proportional to the total number
of runs in the two images together.

First another upper bound can be put on the number of
steps the algorithm will take. When we proved termination
above, we showed it would stop in at most k 1 + k 2 steps
where k 1 is the number of runs in the first bitstring, and
k2 is the number of runs in the second bitstring. We also
believe that it is bounded by the number of runs in the image
difference, although we have not yet proven this.
Observation: If the runs of the two input bitstrings are
encoded such that none of the runs are adjacent (in other
words if the bitstring is compressed as much as possible),
then the systolic XOR algorithm terminates after at most
k3 + 1 steps, where k3 is the number of runs in the output
from the systolic algorithm (note the output from the systolic algorithm will not always be compressed as much as
possible).
If we let the similarity of two images be measured by the
number of runs in the final result, then the above observation implies that the systolic algorithm has the potential to
run faster the more similar two bitstrings are.
A simulation program was written to test the algorithm
on a large number of randomly generated input cases. The
size for the image rows was varied from 128 to 2048 pixels.
The “on” pixels in the first image were chosen in runs of
length 4 to 20, and the second image was obtained by flipping some of the bits of the first image in either direction (1
to 0, and 0 to 1). Here these changes are called “errors” and
they were created in runs of length 2 to 6. The percentage of
“on” pixels in the first image and of the errors in the second
image was varied by changing the average distance between
the runs.
The empirical testing shows that for medium amounts
of error (when the number of pixels changed was less than
30% of the total image) the dominating factor was the difference between the number of runs in the two images. This
was true irrespective of the sizes of the images and varied
only slightly over different densities.
This is demonstrated in figure 5, which shows the average number of iterations taken by the algorithm as a function of the percentage of pixels with errors. The other two
sets of data show the average difference in the number of
runs in the two images, which correlate very closely with
the number of iterations up through 30–40%, and the number of runs in the XOR produced by the algorithm which is
the upper bound we have not proven yet.
In the figure below the image size is 10,000 pixels with
approximately 250 runs in the original image, which translates to a density of 30%. The pattern is similar for smaller
images, but the variation is higher.
In explanation of the high correlation between the number of iterations taken and the difference in the number of
runs in the two images, we notice that after the first iteration the larger number of runs will be stored along RegSmall. Then if the shift-right procedure in step 3 causes a
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Figure 5. Number of iterations as a function of the percent of pixels with errors plotted along side two of the dominating factors
in the algorithms running time.

run to be pushed into this group of runs along the end, then
all the runs at the end will need to be pushed to the right a
cell. And clearly the number of steps taken by this chain
reaction will be the length of this group of runs at the end,
which is the difference between the number of runs in the
two images.
When the number of pixels changed is much greater than
30% of the total image, a different factor begins to dominate. For the smaller amounts of difference there will be
lots of empty cells left behind throughout the array, thus
the only significant data movement will be at the end as
discussed in the previous paragraph. But as the number of
differences increases and thus the number of empty cells
decreases, more and more data movement will be required
thus pushing the algorithm closer to the upper bound.
The previous figure demonstrates the correlation between the number of iterations taken by the algorithm and
the difference in the number of runs in the two images and
it demonstrates an upper bound as the number of runs in the
XOR after the algorithm finishes, however it does not give a
good impression of the algorithms speed. This can be seen
in the next table which focuses on smaller amounts of error.
Table 1 shows the average number of iterations taken by
both the sequential and the systolic algorithm on an image
of size ranging from 128 to 2048 pixels. In the first case,
the errors are kept at approximately 3.5% of the image, thus
causing both the systolic and the sequential versions to take

linearly more time as the image size increases. In the second
case however, the number of errors is fixed at 6 runs each of
size 4 pixels, thus while the sequential algorithm still takes
large amounts of time, the systolic algorithm averages just
over 5 iterations regardless of how large the image gets.
Algorithm
Systolic
Sequential
Systolic
Sequential

Errors
3.5%
3.5%
6 runs
6 runs

128
1.8
4.9
5.3
8.3

Iterations versus image size
256
512
1024 2048
2.8
4.7
8.6
16.6
9.5
18.8 37.8
75.9
5.4
5.5
5.7
5.8
12.3 19.7 34.9
65.1

Table 1. Average systolic iterations versus sequential iterations for small amounts of errors (where the length of runs
in images is 4–20, and the length of error runs is 2–6).

6. Conclusions and future research
This paper has shown that a systolic array can perform an
image difference operation on RLE encoded images very
quickly if the two images are highly similar. Indeed, the
number of iterations taken is bounded above by the number
of runs left in the XOR, and for similar images the number
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of iterations is tightly correlated with the difference between
the number of runs in the two images.
Although a parallel solution of the image difference
problem can easily be performed on uncompressed data in
constant time if the number of processors available is proportional to the number of pixels in the images, there is no
known parallel algorithm which performs the same operation in compressed mode. To the best of our knowledge this
paper demonstrates the first effective parallel solution which
operates on compressed data directly. This method has the
advantage of using a smaller number of processors, and it
does not require the time to convert the image between RLE
format and bitmap mode.
In both the case of highly similar and highly different
images, the number of iterations taken seems to be dominated by the frequent need to push a whole set of runs to
the right to make room for a new entry. If a broadcast bus
existed which could run at the same frequency as the rest
of the systolic system, it might be possible to perform these
shifts more efficiently thus significantly decreasing the running time. Thus one area of future research should be modifying the algorithm to run more quickly on a model with a
fast broadcast bus, such as a reconfigurable mesh [13]. Additionally, the task of combining the adjacent runs in different cells at the end of the algorithm is left as future research.
This task also is not fast on a pure systolic system, but could
be performed quickly with the help of a broadcast bus.
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